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We present measurements of the top quark mass (mt) in tt candidate events with two final state leptons 
using 1 fb_1 of data collected by the D0 experiment. Our data sample is selected by requiring two fully 
identified leptons or by relaxing one lepton requirement to an isolated track if at least one jet is tagged as a 
b jet. The top quark mass is extracted after reconstructing the event kinematics under the tt hypothesis 
using two methods. In the first method, we integrate over expected neutrino rapidity distributions, and in 
the second we calculate a weight for the possible top quark masses based on the observed particle 
momenta and the known parton distribution functions. We analyze 83 candidate events in the data and 
obtain mt =  176.2 ± 4.8(stat) ± 2.1(sys) GeV and mt =  173.2 ± 4.9(stat) ± 2.0(sys) GeV for the two 
methods, respectively. Accounting for correlations between the two methods, we combine the measure­
ments to obtain mt =  174.7 ± 4.4(stat) ± 2.0(sys) GeV.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.80.092006 PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 14.65.Ha
I. INTRODUCTION
______  After the top quark was discovered in 1995 [1,2], em-
*http://www-d0.fnal.gov phasis quickly turned to detailed studies o f its properties
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including measuring its mass across all reconstructable 
final states. W ithin the standard model, a precise m easure­
m ent o f the top quark mass (mt) and W boson mass (MW ) 
can be used to constrain the Higgs boson mass (MH). In 
fact, these masses can be related by radiative corrections to
M W. One-loop corrections give MW =  ^ ”2“=^ —A ) , where 
A r depends quadratically on m t and logarithm ically on M H 
[3]. Beyond its relation to M H, the top quark mass reflects 
the Yukawa coupling, Yt, for the top quark via Yt =  
m tV 2 /v , where v =  246 GeV is the vacuum expectation 
value o f the Higgs field [4]. Given that these couplings are 
not predicted by the theory, Yt =  0.995 ±  0.007 for the 
current m t [5] is curiously close to unity. One o f several 
possible modifications to the m echanism  underlying elec- 
troweak symmetry breaking suggests a more central role 
for the top quark. For instance, in top-color assisted techni­
color [6 ,7 ], the top quark plays a m ajor role in electroweak 
symmetry breaking. These models entirely remove the 
need for an elem entary scalar Higgs field in favor o f new 
strong interactions that provide the observed mass spec­
trum. Perhaps there are extra Higgs doublets as in MSSM 
models [8]; m easurem ent o f the top quark mass may be 
sensitive to such models (e.g., Ref. [9]).
In the standard model, BR(t !  Wb) is expected to be 
nearly 100%. So the relative rates of final states in events 
with top quark pairs, tt, are dictated by the branching ratios 
o f the W boson to various ferm ion pairs. In approximately 
10% o f tt events, both W bosons decay leptonically. 
Generally, only events that include the W !  ev  and W !  
¡XV modes yield final states with precisely reconstructed 
lepton m om enta that can be used for mass analysis. Thus, 
analyzable dilepton final states are tt !  " 0 +  vv 0 +  bb, 
where '  =  e, ¡x. We measure m t in these dilepton 
events. The W !  t v  !  e (x )v v  decay modes cannot be 
separated from the direct W !  e (x )v  decays and are in­
cluded in our analysis.
Dilepton channels provide a sample that is statistically 
independent of the more copious t t  !  ' v  +  q q 0 +  bb ( '  +  
jets) decays. The relative contributions o f specific system ­
atic effects are somewhat different between mass m easure­
ments from  events with dilepton or '  +  jets final states. 
The je t m ultiplicity and the dom inant background pro­
cesses are different. The m easurem ent of m t in the dilepton 
channel also provides a consistency test o f the t t  event 
sample with the expected t !  Wb decay. Nonstandard 
decays o f the top quark, such as t !  H ± b , can affect the 
final state particle kinem atics differently in different tt 
channels. These kinem atics affect the reconstructed mass 
significantly, for example, in the '  +  jets channel [10]. 
Therefore, it is important to precisely test the consistency 
o f the m t m easurements in different channels.
Previous efforts to measure m t in the dilepton channels 
have been pursued by the D0 and CDF Collaborations. A 
frequently used technique reconstructs individual event 
kinem atics using known constraints to obtain a relative
V.M. ABAZOV et al.
probability o f consistency with a range o f top quark 
masses. The ‘‘matrix w eighting’’ m ethod (MWT) follows 
the ideas proposed by Dalitz and Goldstein [11] and Kondo 
[12]. It uses partial production and decay information by 
em ploying parton distribution functions and observed par­
ticle m omenta to obtain a mass estimate for each dilepton 
event, and has previously been im plem ented by D0
[13.14]. The ‘‘neutrino weighting’’ m ethod (vW T) was 
developed at D0 [13]. It integrates over expected neutrino 
rapidity distributions, and has been used by both the D0
[13.14] and CDF [15] Collaborations.
In this paper, we describe a m easurem ent of the top 
quark mass in 1 fb -1 o f p p  collider data collected using 
the D0 detector at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. Events 
are selected in two categories. Those with one fully iden­
tified electron and one fully identified muon, two electrons, 
or two muons are referred to as ‘‘2 ' . ’’ To improve accep­
tance, we include a second category consisting of events 
with only one fully reconstructed electron or muon and an 
isolated high transverse m om entum  (p T) track as well as at 
least one identified b jet, which we refer to as ‘‘€ +  track’’ 
events. We describe the detection, selection, and modeling 
o f these events in Secs. II and III. Reconstruction o f the 
kinem atics o f t t  events proceeds by both the M W T and 
vW T approaches. These methods are described in Sec. IV. 
In Sec. , we describe the maxim um  likelihood fits to 
extract m t from  data. Finally, we discuss our results and 
systematic uncertainties in Sec. V I.
II. DETECTOR AND DATA SAMPLE
A. Detector components
The D0 Run II detector [16] is a multipurpose collider 
detector consisting of an inner m agnetic central tracking 
system, calorimeters, and outer muon tracking detectors. 
The spatial coordinates o f the D0 detector are defined as 
follows: the positive z axis is along the direction o f the 
proton beam  while positive y is defined as upward from  the 
detector’s center, which serves as the origin. The polar 
angle 8 is m easured with respect to the positive z direction 
and is usually expressed as the pseudorapidity, 77 =
— li[ tan (8 /2 )]. The azimuthal angle is measured with 
respect to the positive x direction, which points away from 
the center o f the Tevatron ring.
The inner tracking detectors are responsible for m easur­
ing the trajectories and m om enta o f charged particles and 
for locating track vertices. They reside inside a supercon­
ducting solenoid that generates a magnetic field of 2 T. A 
silicon microstrip tracker (SMT) is innerm ost and provides 
precision position measurements, particularly in the azi­
muthal plane, which allow the reconstruction o f displaced 
secondary vertices from  the decay o f long-lived particles. 
This perm its identification of jets from heavy flavor quarks, 
particularly b quarks. A central fiber tracker is composed 
o f scintillating fibers m ounted on eight concentric support 
cylinders. Each cylinder supports one axial and one stereo
PHYSICAL REVIEW D 80, 092006 (2009)
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layer o f fibers, alternating by ± 3 °  relative to the cylinder 
axis. The outerm ost cylinder provides coverage for |^ |  <
1 . 7. The position resolution in the transverse plane o f the 
event prim ary vertex is measured to be ^ ( r ^ )  =  35 x m . 
In the region | ^ | <  1.62, the m om entum  resolution for the 
com bined tracking is given by the expression 
^ ( 1/ P r ) / ( 1/ P r )  =  0 .003pT © 0 .0 2 6 /V sii8 .
The calorim eter measures electron and je t energies, 
directions, and shower shapes relevant for particle identi­
fication. Neutrinos are also m easured via the calorim eters’ 
herm eticity and the constraint o f m om entum  conservation 
in the plane transverse to the beam  direction. Three liquid 
argon filled cryostats containing prim arily uranium  absorb­
ers constitute the central and end cap calorim eter systems. 
The form er covers | ^ | <  1.1, and the latter extends cover­
age to |^ |  =  4.2. Each calorim eter consists o f an electro­
m agnetic (EM) section followed longitudinally by 
hadronic sections. Readout cells are arranged in a pseudo- 
projective geometry with respect to the nominal interaction 
region. Electron energy resolution in the central calorim e­
ter away from  the intercryostat crack is m easured to be 
^ ( £ ) / £  =  0 .4 7 /E  © 0 .2 4 /V E  © 0.03. Jets are m easured 
to have a resolution o f ^ ( p T) / p T =  2 .0 7 /p T ©
0 .7 0 3 /p p 7  © 0.0577 in the region |^ |  <  0.4.
Drift tubes and scintillators are arranged in planes out­
side the calorim eter system to identify and measure the 
trajectories o f penetrating muons. One drift tube layer 
resides inside iron toroids with a magnetic field of 1.8 T, 
while two more layers are located outside. The coverage of 
the muon system is | ^  | <  2 .
B. Data sample
The D0 trigger and data acquisition systems are de­
signed to accommodate instantaneous luminosities up to
3 X 1032 cm - '2 s -1 . The Tevatron operates with 396 ns 
spacing between proton (antiproton) bunches and delivers 
a 2 M Hz bunch crossing rate. For our data sample, each 
crossing yields on average 1.2 p p  interactions.
Lum inosity m easurem ent at D0 is based on the rate of 
inelastic p p  collisions observed by plastic scintillation 
counters m ounted on the inner faces of the calorim eter 
end cap cryostats. Based on inform ation from the tracking, 
calorimeter, and muon systems, the first level o f the trigger 
limits the rate for accepted events to 2 kHz. This is a 
dedicated hardware trigger. Second and third level triggers 
em ploy algorithms running in processors to reduce the 
output rate to about 100 Hz, which is written to tape.
Several different triggers are used for the five decay 
channels considered in this measurement. We employ 
single electron triggers for the ee and e +  track channels 
and single m uon triggers for the x x  and x  +  track chan­
nels. The e x  analysis employs all unprescaled triggers 
requiring one electron and/or one muon. We also use 
triggers requiring one lepton plus one je t for the '  +  
track channels. A slight difference between the vW T and
M W T analyses occurs because the latter excludes 2% of 
the data collected while the single m uon trigger was pre­
scaled. W hile the effect on the kinem atic distributions is 
negligible, this results in one less x x  candidate event in 
the final sample for the M W T analysis.
Events were collected with these triggers at D0 between 
April 2002 and February 2006 with P ?  =  1.96 TeV. Data 
quality requirements remove events for which the tracker, 
calorimeter, or muon system  are known to be functioning 
improperly. The integrated luminosity o f the analyzed data 
sample is about 1 fb - 1.
C. Particle identification
We reconstruct the recorded data to identify and m ea­
sure final state particles, as described below. The prim ary 
event vertex (PV) is identified as the vertex with the lowest 
probability to come from  a soft p p  interaction based on the 
transverse m omenta o f associated tracks. We select events 
in which the PV is reconstructed from  at least three tracks 
and with |zPV | <  60 cm. Secondary vertices from the de­
cay of long-lived particles from  the hard interaction are 
reconstructed from  two or more tracks satisfying the re­
quirements o f p T >  1 GeV and more than one hit in the 
SMT. We require each track to have a large im pact pa­
ram eter significance, D C A /^ d ca  >  3.5, with respect to 
the PV, where DCA is the distance o f the track’s closest 
approach to the PV in the transverse plane.
H igh-pT muons are identified by matching tracks in the 
inner tracker with those in the m uon system. The track 
requirem ents include a cut on DCA <  0.02 (0.2) cm  for 
tracks with (without) SMT hits. Muons are isolated in the 
tracker when the sum of track m om enta in a cone o f radius 
A R  (muon, track) =  V (A ^ )2 +  (A ^ ) 2 =  0.5 around the 
m uon’s matching track is small com pared to the track 
p T. We also require isolated muons to have the sum of 
calorim eter cell energies in an annulus with radius in the 
range 0.1 <  A R  <  0.4 around the m atched track to be low 
com pared to the matching track p T.
H igh-pT isolated tracks are identified solely in the inner 
tracker. We require them to satisfy track isolation require­
ments and to be separated from  calorim eter jets by 
A R (je t, track) >  0.5. These tracks m ust correspond to 
leptons from  the PV, so we also require that D C A /ctdCA <  
2.5. We avoid double-counting leptons by requiring 
A R (track , ' )  >  0.5.
Electrons are identified in the EM  calorimeter. Cells are 
clustered according to a cone algorithm within A R  <  0.2 
and then m atched with an inner detector track. Electron 
candidates are required to deposit 90% o f their energy in 
the EM section of the calorimeter. They m ust also satisfy 
an initial selection which includes a shower shape test 
(* 2mx) with respect to the expected electron shower shape, 
and a calorim eter isolation requirem ent summing calo­
rim eter energy within A R  <  0.4 but excluding the cluster 
energy. To further remove backgrounds, a likelihood ( L e)
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selection is determ ined based on seven tracking and calo­
rim eter parameters, including ^2mx, DCA, and track iso­
lation calculated in an annulus o f 0.05 <  A R  <  0.4 
around the electron. The final electron energy calibration 
is determ ined by comparing the invariant mass o f high p T 
electron pairs in Z / y * !  e + e -  events with the world 
average value o f the Z  boson mass as m easured by the 
LEP experiments [4].
In tt events, the leptons and tracks originate from the 
hard interaction. Therefore, we require their z positions at 
the closest approach to the beam  axis to match that o f the 
PV within 1 cm.
We reconstruct jets using a fixed cone algorithm  [17] 
with a radius of 0.5. The four-m om entum  o f a je t is 
m easured as the sum o f the four-m om enta assigned to 
calorim eter cells inside o f this cone. We select jets that 
have a longitudinal shower profile consistent with that 
o f a collection o f charged and neutral hadrons. We 
confirm jets via the electronically independent calorim eter 
trigger readout chain. Jets from b quarks are tagged using 
a neural network b je t tagging algorithm [18]. This com ­
bines the im pact param eters for all tracks in a jet, as well 
as inform ation about reconstructed secondary vertices 
in the jet. We obtain a typical efficiency o f 54% for b 
jets with | ^ | <  2.4 and p T >  30 GeV for a selection which 
accepts only 1% o f light flavor (w, d, s quark or gluon) 
jets.
Because the b jets carry away m uch o f the rest energy of 
the top quarks, it is critical for the m easurem ent o f m t that 
the m easurements o f the energies o f jets from  top quark 
decay be well calibrated. Jet energies determ ined from  the 
initial cell energies do not correspond to the energies of 
final state particles striking the calorimeter. As a result, a 
detailed calibration is applied [19,20] in the data and 
M onte Carlo separately. In general, the energy o f all final 
state particles inside the je t cone, Eptcl, can be related to the 
energy m easured inside the je t cone, £ j,  by Eptcl =  (Ej -  
O )/(R S). Here, O denotes an offset energy prim arily from 
extra interactions in or out o f time with an event. R is the 
cumulative response of the calorim eter to all of the parti­
cles in a jet. S is the net energy loss due to showering out of 
the je t cone. For a given cone radius, O and S are functions 
o f the je t 77 within the detector. O is also a function o f the 
num ber o f reconstructed event vertices and the instanta­
neous luminosity. R is the largest correction and reflects the 
lower response o f the calorim eters to charged hadrons 
relative to electrons and photons. It also includes the effect 
o f energy losses in front o f the calorimeter. The prim ary 
response correction is derived in situ from  y  +  je t events 
and has substantial dependences on je t energy and 77. For 
all jets that contain a nonisolated muon, we add the muon 
m om enta to that o f the jet. Under the assumption that these 
are b quark semileptonic decays, we also add an estim ated 
average neutrino m om entum  assumed to be collinear with 
the je t direction. The correction procedure discussed above
does not correct all the way back to the original b quark 
parton energy.
The event missing transverse energy, E T, is equal in 
magnitude and opposite in direction to the vector sum of 
all significant transverse energies m easured by the individ­
ual calorim eter cells. It is corrected for the transverse 
m om enta o f all isolated muons, as well as for the correc­
tions to the electron and je t energies. In the '  +  track 
channels, the E T is also corrected if  the track does not 
point to a jet, electron, or muon. In this case, we substitute 
the track p T for the calorim eter energy within a cone of 
radius A R  =  0.4 around the track. A more detailed de­
scription o f all particle reconstruction algorithms can be 
found in Ref. [21].
D. Signal and background simulation
An accurate description o f the composition and kine­
matic properties o f the selected data sample is essential to 
the mass measurement. M onte Carlo samples for the tt 
processes are generated for several test values of the top 
quark mass. The event generation, fragmentation, and 
decay are perform ed by PYTHIA 6.319 [22]. Background 
processes are called ‘‘physics’’ backgrounds when charged 
leptons originate from W or Z  boson decay and when E T 
comes from  high p T neutrinos. Physics backgrounds in­
clude Z /y *  !  t t  with t  !  e, x  and diboson (WW, WZ, 
and ZZ) production. The Z / y * !  t t  background pro­
cesses are generated with ALPGEN 2.11 [23] as the event 
generator and PYTHIA for fragm entation and decay. We 
decay hadrons with b quarks using EVTGEN [24]. To avoid 
double-counting QCD radiation between ALPGEN and 
PYTHIA, the jet-parton matching scheme o f Ref. [25] is 
em ployed in ALPGEN. The diboson backgrounds are sim u­
lated with PYTHIA. We use the CTEQ6L1 [26] parton 
distribution function (PDF). M onte Carlo events are then 
processed through a GEANT-based [27] simulation of the 
D0 detector. In order to accurately model the effects o f 
m ultiple proton interactions and detector noise, data events 
from  random  p p  crossings are overlaid on the M onte Carlo 
events. Finally, M onte Carlo events are processed through 
the same reconstruction software as used for data.
In order to ensure that reconstructed objects in these 
samples reflect the perform ance o f the detector in data, 
several corrections are applied. M onte Carlo events are 
reweighted by the z coordinate o f the PV to match the 
profile in data. The M onte Carlo events are further tuned 
such that the efficiencies to find leptons, isolated tracks, 
and jets in M onte Carlo events match those determined 
from  data. These corrections depend on the p T and 77 of 
these objects. The je t energy calibration derived for data is 
applied to jets in data, and the je t energy calibration 
derived for sim ulated events is applied to simulated events. 
We observe a residual discrepancy between je t energies in 
Z  +  jets events in data and M onte Carlo. We apply an 
additional correction to je t energies in the M onte Carlo
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to bring them into agreement with the data. This adjust­
m ent is then propagated into the E T. We apply additional 
smearing to the reconstructed je t and lepton transverse 
m om enta so that the object resolutions in M onte Carlo 
m atch those in data. Owing to differences in b-tagging 
efficiency between data and simulation, b tagging in 
M onte Carlo events is m odeled by assigning to each sim u­
lated event a w eight defined as
Njets
P  =  1 -  J ^ [1  -  p,(rç, p t , flavor)], (1)
i=1
where p¿(^, p T, flavor) is the probability of the ith je t to be 
identified as originating from a b quark, obtained from  data 
measurements. This product is taken over all jets. 
Instrumental backgrounds are modeled from a com bina­
tion o f data and simulation and are discussed in Sec. I I IC .
III. SELECTED EVENT SAMPLE
Events are selected for all channels by requiring either 
two leptons (2' )  or a lepton and an isolated track ( '  +  
track), each with p T >  15 GeV. Electrons m ust be within 
|rç| <  1.1 or 1.5 <  |^ |  <  2.5; muons and tracks should 
have | ^ | <  2.0. An opposite charge requirem ent is applied 
to the two leptons or to the lepton and track. At least two 
jets are also required with pseudorapidity |^ |  <  2.5 and 
p T >  20 GeV. We require the leading je t to have p T >  
30 GeV. Since neutrinos coming from  W boson decays in 
tí  events are a source o f significant missing energy, a cut on 
E T is a powerful discrim inant against background pro­
cesses without neutrinos such as Z / y * !  ee and Z / y * !  
x x .  All channels except e x  require at least E T >  25 GeV.
A. 2 '  selection
Our selection o f 2 '  events follows Ref. [28]. In the ee 
channel, events with a dielectron invariant mass M ee <  
15 GeV or 84 <  M ee <  100 GeV are rejected. We require 
E T >  35 GeV and E T >  45 GeV when M ee >  100 GeV 
and 15 <  M ee <  84 GeV, respectively. In the x x  channel, 
we select events with M xx >  30 GeV and E T >  40 GeV. 
To further reject the Z /y *  !  x x  background in the x x  
channel, we require that the observed E T be inconsistent 
with arising solely from  the resolutions o f the m easured 
m uon mom enta and je t energies.
In the e x  analysis, no cut on E T is applied because the 
main background process Z /y *  !  t t  generates four neu­
trinos having moderate p T. Instead, the final selection in 
this channel requires HT =  pT1 +  X (E ^ ) >  115 GeV, 
where p T' denotes the transverse m om entum  o f the leading 
lepton, and the sum is perform ed over the two leading jets. 
This requirem ent rejects the largest backgrounds for this 
final state: Z /y *  !  t t  and diboson production. We require 
the leading je t to have p T >  40 GeV.
The selection described above is derived from  that used 
for the tt cross-section analysis. Varying the E T and je t p T 
selections indicated that this selection minimizes the sta­
tistical uncertainty on the m t measurement. We select 17 
events in the ee channel and 13 events (12 events for 
M W T) in the x x  channel. We select 39 events in the e x  
channel.
B. '  +  track selection
The selection for the '  +  track channels is sim ilar to that 
o f Ref. [21]. For the e +  track channel, electrons are 
restricted to | ^ | <  1. 1, and the leading je t must have p T >  
40 GeV. The dom inant '  +  track background arises from 
Z !  ee and Z  !  x x  production, so we design the event 
selection to reject these events.
W hen the invariant mass o f the lepton-track pair (M 't) is 
in the range 70 <  M 't <  110 GeV, the E T requirem ent is 
tightened to E T >  35(40) GeV for the e +  track ( x  + 
track) channel. Furthermore, we introduce the variable 
EZ-fit that corrects the E T in Z  !  events for mismeas- 
ured lepton momenta. We rescale the lepton and track 
m om enta according to their resolutions to bring M 't to 
the mass o f the Z boson (91.2 GeV) and then use these 
rescaled mom enta to correct the E T. Event selection based 
on this variable reduces the Z  background by half while 
providing 96% efficiency for 11 events. The cuts on EZ-fit 
are always identical to those on E T.
At least one je t is required to be identified as a b je t 
which provides strong background rejection for the '  +  
track channels. The m t precision is lim ited by signal sta­
tistics in the observed event sample when the background 
is reasonably low. The above selection is a result o f an 
optim ization which minimizes the statistical uncertainty on 
mt. We do this in terms of E T, EZ-fit, the transverse m o­
m enta o f the leading two jets, and the b-tagging criteria by 
stepping through two or more different thresholds on these 
requirements. A fter considering all possible sets o f selec­
tions, we choose the one which gives the best average 
expected statistical uncertainty on the m t measurement 
using many pseudoexperiments. The expected statistical 
uncertainty varies smoothly over a 15% range while the 
study is sensitive to 5% changes o f the average statistical 
uncertainty.
We explicitly veto events satisfying the selection o f any 
o f the 2'  channels, so the '  +  track channels are statisti­
cally independent o f the 2 '  channels. We select eight 
events in the e +  track channel and six events in the x  + 
track channel.
C. Modeling instrumental backgrounds
Backgrounds can arise from  instrumental effects in 
which the E T is mismeasured. The main instrumental back­
grounds for the ee, x x ,  e +  track, and x  +  track channels 
are the Z /y *  !  ee and Z /y *  !  x x  processes. In these 
cases, apparent E T results from  tails in je t or lepton p T
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resolutions. We use the NNLO cross section for Z / y * !  
ee, x x  processes, along with the M onte Carlo-derived 
efficiencies to estimate these backgrounds for the ee and 
x x  channels. The M onte Carlo kinem atic distributions, 
including the E T, are verified to reproduce a data sample 
dom inated by these processes. For the '  +  track channels, 
we normalize Drell-Yan M onte Carlo so that the total 
expected event yield in a '  +  track sample with low E T 
equals the observed event yield in the data. We observe a 
slightly different pZ distribution for simulated Z !  
events in comparison with the data. As a result, all Z  boson 
sim ulated samples, including the Z  !  tt  physics back­
ground samples, are reweighted to the observed distribu­
tion o f pZ in the data [29].
Another background arises when a lepton or a track 
within a je t is identified as an isolated lepton or track. 
We utilize different methods purely in the data to estimate 
the level o f these backgrounds for each channel. In all 
cases, however, we distinguish reconstructed muons and 
tracks as ‘‘loose’’ rather than ‘‘tight’’ by releasing the 
isolation criteria. We make an analogous distinction for 
electrons by omitting the requirem ent on the electron like­
lihood, L e, for loose electrons.
To determine the misidentified electron background 
yield in the ee and e x  channels, we fit the observed 
distribution o f L e in the data to a sum o f the distributions 
from  real isolated electrons and misidentified electrons. 
We determine the shape o f L e for real electrons from  a 
Z !  ee sample with E T <  15 GeV. For the ee channel, we 
extract the shape for the misidentified electrons from  a 
sample in which one ‘‘tag electron’’ is required to have 
both ^ 2mx and L e inconsistent with being from an electron. 
We further require M ee <  60 GeV or M ee >  130 GeV and 
E T <  15 GeV to reject Z  and W boson events. The distri­
bution o f L e is obtained from a separate ‘‘probe electron’’ 
in the same events. In the e x  channel, the L e distribution 
for misidentified electrons is obtained in a sample with a 
nonisolated muon and E T <  15 GeV.
To estimate the background from  nonisolated muons for 
the e x  and x x  channels, we use control samples to 
measure the fraction o f muons, f x , with p T >  15 GeV 
that appear to be isolated. To enhance the heavy flavor 
content which gives nonisolated muons, the control 
samples are selected to have two muons where a ‘‘tag’’ 
m uon is required to be nonisolated. We use another 
‘‘probe’’ muon to determine f x . The background yield 
for the e x  channel is com puted from  the num ber of events 
having an isolated electron, a m uon with no isolation 
requirement, and the same sign charge for the two leptons. 
We multiply the observed yield by ƒ x .
We estimate the instrum ental background for the x x  
and '  +  track channels by using systems of linear equa­
tions describing the composition of data samples with 
different loose or tight lepton and/or track selections. We 
relate event counts in these samples to the numbers of
events with real or misidentified isolated leptons using 
the system o f equations. These equations take as inputs 
the efficiencies for real or misidentified leptons and tracks 
to pass the tight identification requirements. For the x x  
and '  +  track channels, we determ ine the efficiencies for 
real leptons and tracks to pass the tight identification 
criteria using Z !  ee and Z !  x x  events.
For the '  +  track channels, the probabilities for mis- 
identified leptons and tracks to pass the tight selection 
criteria are determ ined from  m ultijet data samples with at 
least one loose lepton plus a jet. We reject the event if  two 
leptons o f the same flavor satisfy tight criteria to suppress 
Drell-Yan events. We also reject events with one or more 
tight leptons with different flavor from  the loose lepton. 
These tight lepton vetoes allow some events with two loose 
leptons or a lepton and track in the sample. We further 
suppress resonant Z production by selecting events when 
M 't and M "  >  100 GeV or M 't and M "  <  70 GeV. We 
reject W +  jets events and m isreconstructed Z /y *  events 
by requiring E T <  15 GeV and ETES <  25 GeV. Here, 
ETES is the missing transverse energy with only je t energy 
corrections and no lepton corrections. We use the latter 
because loose leptons no longer adhere to standard reso­
lutions. We calculate the probability for electrons or muons 
to be misidentified by dividing the num ber of tight leptons 
by the num ber o f loose leptons. For the track probability, 
we combine the e +  je t and x  +  je t samples and make the 
additional requirem ent that there be at least one loose track 
in the event. The tight track misidentification probability is 
again the num ber of tight tracks divided by the num ber of 
loose tracks.
To obtain samples dom inated by misidentified isolated 
leptons for mass analysis, we select events with two loose 
leptons or tracks plus two jets. For the 2 '  channels, we 
additionally require same sign dilepton events.
D. Composition of selected samples
The expected numbers of background and signal events 
in all five channels (assuming a top quark production cross 
section o f 7.0 pb) are listed in Table I along with the 
observed numbers of candidates. The x  +  track selection 
has half the efficiency o f the e +  track selection primarily 
due to the tight x x  veto. The expected and observed event 
yields agree for all channels. We do not include systematic 
uncertainties in the '  +  track channels. The small back­
grounds mean their uncertainties have a negligible effect 
on the m easured mt uncertainty.
Kinematic comparisons between data and the sum o f the 
signal and background expectations provide checks o f the 
content and properties o f our data sample. Figure 1(a) 
shows the expected and observed distributions o f M 't in 
the e +  track channel w ithout the b-tag requirem ent and 
for an inverted E T requirement. The x  +  track distribution 
looks sim ilar (not shown). The mass peak at M Z indicates 
the e +  track sample is prim arily com posed o f Z  !  ee
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TABLE I. Expected event yields for tt (we assume ^  =  7.0 pb) and backgrounds and 
numbers of observed events for the five channels. The 2 '  channel uncertainties include statistical 
as well as systematical uncertainties while the e + track and x  + track uncertainties are 
statistical only.
Sample ttt Diboson Z Multijet/W + jets Total Observed
ex 36.7 ± 2.4 1.7 ± 0.7 4.5 ± 0.7 2.6 ± 0.6 44.5 ± 2.7 39
ee 11.5 ± 1.4 0.5 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.2 14.8 ± 1.5 17
x x 8.3 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 4.5 ± 0.4 0.2 ± 0.2 13.7 ± 0.7 13
e + track 9.4 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.0 0.4 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 10.3 ± 0.2 8
x  + track 4.6 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.0 0.7 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.0 5.5 ± 0.1 6
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FIG. 1 (color online). Comparison of the expected distributions from individual backgrounds and tt (mt =  170 GeV) in the '  + 
track channels. (a) M 't for the e + track channel without the requirement of the b tag and with inverted ET cuts. (b) ET for the sum of 
both '  + track channels, again without the b-tag requirement. We assume ^  =  7.0 pb.
events before the final event selection. In Fig. 1(b), we 
show the E T distribution in the '  +  track channels after all 
cuts except the b-tag requirement. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) 
show the E T and leading lepton p T summed over all 
channels for the final candidate sample. We observe the 
data distributions to agree with our signal and background 
model.
IV. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION
M easurem ent of the dilepton event kinem atics and con­
straints from the tt decay assumption allow a partial re­
construction o f the final state and a determ ination of m t. 
Given the decay o f each top quark to a W boson and a b 
quark, with each W boson decaying to a charged lepton and 
a neutrino, there are six final state particles: two charged
leptons, two neutrinos, and two b quarks. Each particle can 
be described by three m om entum  components. O f these 18 
independent parameters, we can directly measure only the 
m om enta o f the leptons. The leading two jets m ost often 
come from  the b quarks. Despite final state radiation and 
fragmentation, the je t m om enta are highly correlated with 
those o f the underlying b quarks. We also measure the x 
and y components o f the E T, E x, and Ey, from  the neutri­
nos. This leaves four quantities unknown. We can supply 
two constraints by relating the four-m om enta o f the leptons 
and neutrinos to the masses o f the W bosons:
M W =  (E !^ +  E l!)2 -  (p ^  +  p *l)2;
MW =  (E F2 +  El2 )2 -  (p 2^ +  p ,2 )2;
(2)
where the subscript indices indicate the pair coming
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) ET and (b) leading lepton p T for tt (mt =  170 GeV) and background processes overlaid with those for 
observed events in all channels after the final event selection. We assume ^  =  7.0 pb.
0
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from  one or another W boson. Another constraint is sup­
plied by requiring that the mass o f the top quark and the 
mass o f the antitop quark be equal:
(E ^  +  E /j +  E bj)2 -  (p ^  +  Á j +  p b )2 
=  (E „2 +  Ei2 +  Eb2)2 -  (p 2^ +  p ;2 +  pb2)2. (3)
The last m issing constraint can be supplied by a hypothe­
sized value of the top quark mass. W ith that, we can solve 
the equations and calculate the unm easured top quark and 
neutrino m omenta that are consistent with the observed 
event. Usually, the dilepton events are kinem atically con­
sistent with a large range o f m t. We quantify this consis­
tency, or ‘‘weight,’’ for each mt by testing m easured 
quantities o f the event (e.g., E T or lepton and je t p T) 
against expectations from the dynamics o f tt production 
and decay. This requires us to sample from  relevant t t  
distributions, yielding many solutions for a specific m t. 
We sum the weights for each solution for each mt. The 
distribution of weight vs m t is term ed a ‘‘weight distribu­
tion” of a given event. Using param eters from  these weight 
distributions, we can then determine the m ost likely value 
o f mt.
Several previous efforts to measure m t using dilepton 
events have used event reconstruction techniques. The 
differences between methods stem largely from  which 
event param eters are used to calculate the event weight. 
We use the ^W T and M W T techniques to determine the 
weighting as described below.
A. Neutrino weighting
The ^W T m ethod omits the m easured E T for kinematic 
reconstruction. Instead, we choose the pseudorapidities of 
the two neutrinos from  t t  decay from  their expected dis­
tributions. We obtain the distribution o f neutrino 77 from 
several simulated t t  samples with a range o f mt values. 
These distributions can each be approxim ated by a single 
Gaussian function. The standard deviation specifying this 
function varies weakly with mt. Once the neutrino pseu­
dorapidities are fixed and a value for mt assumed, we can 
solve for the complete decay kinematics, including the 
unknown neutrino momenta. There may be up to four 
different combinations o f solved neutrino mom enta for 
each assumed pair o f neutrino 77 values for each event. 
We assume the leading two jets are the b jets, so there are 
two possible associations o f W bosons with b jets.
For each pairing of neutrino m om entum  solutions, we 
define a weight, w, based on the agreement between the 
m easured E6 T and the sum of the neutrino m om entum  
components in x and y, p£, and p^. We assume indepen­
dent Gaussian resolutions in measuring E6 x and E6 y. The 
weight is calculated as
r - O í ? 1'  -  E ;bs)2i  r - « iy * 'c -  ü f ) 2n ^
w =  eXPL 2 M )2 M  2 ( ^ ) 2  J- (4)
reflecting the agreement between the m easured and calcu­
lated E t  . E°bs (i =  x or y) are the components o f the 
m easured event E T, and EC*lc are the components o f the 
E T calculated from  the neutrino transverse m omenta re­
sulting from  each solution. We calculate the quantities EU 
to be the sums o f the energies projected onto the i axes 
m easured by all ‘‘unclustered’’ calorim eter cells— those 
cells not included in jets or electrons. The high p T objects, 
leptons, and jets enter into the determ ination o f both EC*lc 
and E 0bs whereas the unclustered energy EU only enters 
into E0bs. Given the resolutions of the E U, we can 
therefore estimate the probability that the E 0bs are consis­
tent with the ECalc from  the tt hypothesis.
As param eters o f the method, we determine using 
Z  !  ee +  2 jets data and M onte Carlo events. We calcu­
late an unclustered scalar transverse energy, ST, as the 
scalar sum o f the transverse energies of all unclustered 
calorim eter cells. Because o f the azimuthal isotropy of the 
calorimeter, we observe that the independent x and y 
components o f the depend on ST in the same way within 
their uncertainties. Therefore, we combine results for both 
components to determine our resolution more precisely. 
We find agreement between data and simulation in the 
observed dependence o f these param eters on ST. The dis­
tributions are shown for these com bined resolutions in 
Fig. 3. We fit the unclustered E6 T resolutions obtained 
from  simulation as
^ (S T )  =  ^ ( S T ) =  4.38 GeV +  0 . 5 2 ^  GeV, (5)
and use this param etrization for the unclustered missing 
energy resolution for both data and M onte Carlo in Eq. (4).
For each event, we consider ten different 77 assumptions 
for each of the two neutrinos. We extract these values from 
the histograms appropriate to the mt being assumed. The 
ten 77 values are the medians o f each of ten ranges o f 77 
which each represent 10% of the tt  sample for a given m t.
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
(ST)1/2 (GeV1/2)
FIG. 3 (color online). Dependence of the resolution of unclus­
tered ET on the unclustered scalar transverse missing energy for 
Z !  ee events with exactly two jets.
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B. Matrix weighting
In the M W T approach, we use the m easured mom enta of 
the two charged leptons. We assign the measured momenta 
o f the two jets with the highest transverse mom enta to the b 
and b quarks and the measured £ T to the sum of the 
transverse m om enta o f the two neutrinos from  the decay 
o f the t and t quarks. We then assume a top quark mass and 
a je t assignment, and we determine the mom enta of the t 
and t quarks that are consistent with these measurements. 
We refer to each such pair o f m om enta as a solution for the 
event. For each of the two je t assignments for each event, 
there can be up to four solutions. We assign a weight to 
each solution, analogous to the pW T weight of Eq. (4), 
given by
(6)
where f (x )  is the PDF for the proton for the m omentum 
fraction x carried by the initial quark, and f (x )  is the 
corresponding value for the initial antiquark. The quantity 
£  is the observed lepton energy in the top quark rest 
frame. We use the central fit o f the CTEQ6L1 PDFs and 
evaluate them  at Q2 =  m^. The quantity p ( £ j m t) in 
Eq. (6) is the probability that for the hypothesized top 
quark mass m t, the lepton € has the measured £€ [11]:
p ( E jm t  ) =  ■
4m t£^(m 2 -  mb -  2m t£ p
(m2 -  mb)2 +  MW (mJ2 -  mb) -  2M^
(7)
W
C. Total weight vs m t
Equations (4) and (6) indicate how the event weight is 
calculated for a given top quark mass in the pW T and 
M W T methods. In each method, we consider all solutions 
and je t assignments to get a total weight, wtot, for a given 
mt . In general, there are two ways to assign the two jets to 
the b and bt quarks. There are up to four solutions for each 
hypothesized value of the top quark mass. The likelihood 
for each assumed top quark mass mt is then given by the 
sum of the weights over all the possible solutions:
Wtot = S S
i j
Wi (8)
where j  sums over the solutions for each je t assignment i  
We repeat this calculation for both the pW T  and MW T
methods for a range of assumed top quark masses from 
80 GeV through 330 GeV.
For each method, we also account for the finite resolu­
tion o f je t and lepton m om entum  measurements. We repeat 
the weight calculation with input values for the m easured 
m om enta (or inverse mom enta for muons) drawn from 
normal distributions centered on the m easured values 
with widths equal to the known detector resolutions. We 
then average the weight distributions obtained from  N  such 
variations:
t(m¡) =  N  1
N
S  w
n = 1
tot,n (mt), (9)
where N  is the num ber of samples. One im portant benefit 
o f this procedure is that the efficiency of signal events to 
provide solutions increases. For instance, the pW T effi­
ciency to find a solution for tt !  e ^  events is 95.9% 
without resolution sampling, while 99.5% provide solu­
tions when N  =  150. For the M W T analysis, events with 
m t =  175 GeV yield an efficiency o f 90% without resolu­
tion sampling. This rises to over 99% when N  =  500. We 
use N  =  150 and 500 for pW T and MWT, respectively.
Examples o f single event weight distributions for pW T  
and M W T methods are shown in Fig. 4 for two different 
sim ulated events. The m ost probable fitted mass and mean 
fitted mass are correlated with the input mt, yielding on 
average sim ilar sensitivities for the two methods. However, 
there are significant event-to-event variations in the details 
o f the weight distributions. There are also significant dif­
ferences between pW T  and M W T for the same event. 
These variations can be caused by an overall insensitivity 
o f an event’s kinem atic quantities to m t, or to a different 
sensitivity when using those kinem atic quantities with 
specific event reconstruction techniques.
Properties o f the weight distribution are strongly corre­
lated with m t if  the top quark decay is as expected in the 
standard model. For instance, Fig. 5(a) illustrates the cor­
relation of the mean o f the pW T w eight distribution, x w, 
with the generated top quark mass from  the M onte Carlo. 
The relationship between the root-mean-square of the 
w eight distribution, , and ¡xw also varies with m t, as 
shown in Fig. 5(b). There is the potential for nonstandard 
decays of the top quark. For m t =  170 GeV and assuming 
BR(H ± !  tp )  ~  100%, we observe ¡xw (pW T) to shift
a) Top Mass [GeV] b)
FIG. 4 (color online). Example weight distributions for two different tt - 
methods. The generator level mass is mt =  170 GeV.
Top Mass [GeV]
Monte Carlo events obtained with pWT and MWT
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FIG. 5 (color online). (a) Correlation between the mean of the pWT weight distribution and the input mt. (b) Correlation between 
for the e x  channel. Three test masses of 155 GeV, 180 GeV, and 200 GeV are shown.pWT xw and
system atically upw ard when a H ± boson o f mass 80 GeV 
is present in the decay chain instead of a W boson. W hen 
B R (t !  H ± b) =  100%, this shift is 10%. Thus, the m ea­
surements of this paper are strictly valid only for standard 
model top quark decays.
V. EXTRACTING THE TOP QUARK MASS
We cannot determine the top quark mass directly from 
x w or from  the m ost probable mass from  the event weight 
distributions, maxw. Effects such as initial and final state 
radiation systematically shift these quantities from  the 
actual top quark mass. In addition, the presence o f back­
ground must be taken into account when evaluating events 
in the candidate sample. We therefore perform  a maxim um  
likelihood fit to distributions ( ‘‘tem plates’’) o f character­
istic variables from the weight distributions. The fit ac­
counts for the shapes of signal and background templates. 
This section describes two different approaches to the 
pW T  fit, and one approach for MWT.
A. Measurement using templates
We define a set o f input variables characterizing the 
weight distribution for event i, denoted by {x¿}N, where 
N  is the num ber o f variables. Examples o f {x¿}N m ight be 
the integrated weight in bins of a coarsely binned template, 
or they m ight be the moments of the weight distribution. A  
probability density histogram  for simulated signal events, 
hs, is defined as an (N  +  1)-dimensional histogram  of 
input top quark mass vs N  variables. For background, hb 
is defined as an N-dim ensional histogram  o f the {x¿}N. Both 
hs and hb are norm alized to unity:
ƒ  h s({x¿}N l mt)d{x¿}n =  1, 
ƒ  hb({x¿}N )d{x¿}N =  1.
( 10)
( 11)
A n example of a tem plate for the M W T m ethod is shown in 
Fig. 6 , where x i =  the peak of the weight distribution 
m axw. We measure mt from hs({x¿}N, mt) and hb({x¿}N) 
using a m axim um  likelihood method. For each event in a 
given data sample, all {x¿}N are found and used for the
likelihood calculation. We define a likelihood L  as
L  ({x¿}n , «b, Nobs l mt)
Yo| n shs({x¿}N mt) +  «bhb({x¿}N )
i=1 «s +  «
(12)
where N obs is the num ber o f events in the sample, n b is the 
num ber o f background events, and ns is the signal event 
yield. We obtain a histogram  of -  ln L  vs m t for the 
sample. We fit a parabola that is symmetric around the 
point with the highest likelihood (lowest -  ln L ). The fitted 
mass range is several times larger than the expected statis­
tical uncertainty. It is chosen a priori to give the best 
sensitivity to the top quark mass using M onte Carlo pseu­
doexperiments, and is typically around ± 2 0  GeV.
We obtain m easurements of m t for several channels by 
m ultiplying the likelihoods of these channels:
-  ln L  =  X ( -  InLch), (13)
ch
where ‘‘ch’’ denotes the set o f channels. In this paper, we 
calculate overall likelihoods for the 2€ subset, ch G 
{ex, ee, x x } ;  the € +  track subset, ch G { e  +  track, x  + 
track}; and the five channel dilepton set, ch G 
{ex, ee, x x ,  e +  track, x  +  track}.
B. Choice of template variables
The choice of variables characterizing the weight dis­
tributions has been given some consideration in the past.
Top Mass [GeV]
FIG. 6. An example of a template for the MWT method.
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For example, the D0 M W T analysis and CDF pW T  analy­
ses have used maxw [14, 15]. Earlier D0 pW T  analyses 
em ployed a m ultiparam eter probability density technique 
using the coarsely binned w eight distribution to extract a 
measure of mt [13,14].
For the M W T analysis described here, we use the single 
param eter approach. In particular, to extract the mass, we 
use Eq. (12) where x¿ =  {maxw}. We determine the values 
o f ns and nb by scaling the sum o f the expected numbers of 
signal («s) and background («b) events in Table I to the 
num ber observed in each channel. We fit the histogram  of
-  ln L  to a parabola using a 40 GeV wide mass range 
centered at the top quark mass with the m inimal value of
-  ln L  for all channels.
For the pW T analysis, we define the optimal set o f input 
variables for the top quark mass extraction to be the set that 
simultaneously minimizes the expected statistical uncer­
tainty and the num ber of variables. The coarsely binned 
weight distribution approach exhibits up to 20% better 
statistical performance than single param eter methods for 
a given kinem atic reconstruction approach by using more 
information. However, over five bins are typically needed, 
and the large num ber o f variables and their correlations 
significantly complicate the analysis. We study the per­
formance of the m ethod with many different choices of 
variables from  the weight distributions. These include 
single param eter choices such as maxw or x w, which 
provide sim ilar perform ance in the range 140 GeV <  m t <  
200 GeV.
Vectors of m ultiple param eters included various 
coarsely binned templates, or subsets o f their bins. For 
the pW T  analysis, we observe that individual event weight 
distributions have fluctuations which are reduced by con­
sidering bulk properties such as their moments. The most 
efficient param eters are the first two moments ( x w and a w) 
o f the weight distribution. This gives 16% smaller expected 
statistical uncertainty than using maxw or x w alone. The 
improvement o f the performance comes from  the fact that 
a w is correlated with x w for a given input top quark mass. 
This is shown in Fig. 5(b) for three different input top quark 
masses. The value of a w helps to better identify the range 
of input m t that is m ost consistent with the given event 
having a specific x w. This ability to deweight incorrect m t 
assignments results in a narrower likelihood distribution 
and causes a corresponding reduction in the statistical 
uncertainty. No other choice of variables gives signifi­
cantly better performance. The m ethod that uses the weight 
distribution moments, x¿ =  { x w, a w}, in histograms hs and 
hb with Eq. ( 12) is term ed ^W Th.
Because the templates are two dimensional for back­
ground and three-dim ensional for signal, a small num ber of 
bins are unpopulated. We employ a constant extrapolation 
for unpopulated edge bins using the value of the populated 
bin closest in mt but having the same x w and a w. For 
em pty bins flanked by populated bins in the mt direction
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but with the same x w and a w, we em ploy a linear inter­
polation. We fit the histogram  of -  ln L  vs m t with a 
parabola. W hen perform ing the fit, the ^W Th approach 
determ ines ns to be ns =  N obs -  « b. Fit ranges o f 50, 40, 
and 30 GeV are used for € +  track, 2€, and all dilepton 
channels, respectively.
C. Probability density functions
In both methods described above, there are finite statis­
tics in the simulated samples used to model hs and hb, 
leading to bin-by-bin fluctuations. We address this in the 
pW T  analysis by perform ing fits to hs and hb templates. 
We term  this version o f the pW T  m ethod ^W T f. For the 
signal, we generate a probability density function f s by 
fitting hs with the functional form
f s( x w,a w 1 m t)
=  ( a w +  P13)P6 exP[ - P7( a w +  P13)P8]
X f '1 -  e x p [ - < * - * ]
1+P12 /
+  P9 •FTT-T------\ xw -------! (1 + P 12 ) \  P 10
X e xp [ - p n ( x » .-  P l ) ] e ( x » .-  P L )}
X { /o  (x +  P13)P6e x p [-p 7 (x  +  P13)P8]d x j . (14)
The param eters m and a  are linear functions of a w and mt: 
m =  p 0 +  p 1( a w -  36 GeV) +  p 2(mt -  170 GeV), 
a  =  p 3 +  p 4( a w -  36 GeV) +  p 5(mt -  170 GeV).
(15)
Equations (14) and ( 15) are ad hoc functions determined 
empirically. A typical ^ 2 with respect to hs is found in 
the e x  channel which yields 4.0 per degree o f freedom. 
The linear relationship between a w and x w is shown in 
Fig. 7(a), which is an example o f the probability density vs 
a w and x w for fixed input top quark mass of 170 GeV. The 
dependence o f f s on a w is expressed in the first line of 
Eq. (14). The second and third lines contain a Gaussian 
plus an asymmetrical function to describe the dependence 
on x w. The factors 1 /(a V 2 ^ )  and p1i^P12/ r ( 1  +  p 12) and 
the integral in the fourth line normalize the probability 
density function to unity. Examples of two-dimensional 
slices o f three-dimensional signal histogram s for fixed 
input m t =  170 GeV and a w =  30 GeV are shown in 
Fig. 7(a) and 7(c), respectively. The corresponding slices 
o f the fit functions are shown in Fig. 7(b) and 7(d), 
respectively.
The background probability density function 
f b( x w, a w) is obtained as the norm alized two-dimensional 
function of x w and a w o f simulated background events:
PHYSICAL REVIEW D 80, 092006 (2009)
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v) =
e x p [-(p iX w  +  P 2^w -  Po)2 -  (P4X>
ƒ “  Zo exp [ - ( p i x +  P 2y -  Po)2 -  (P4X +  P 5y -  P 3)2]dxdy '
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+  p 5 ^ „  -  p 3)2] (16)
This is also an ad hoc function determ ined empirically. The 
fit is perform ed to h b containing the sums o f all back­
grounds for each channel and according to their expected 
yields. A typical ^ 2 with respect to hb is found in the e ^  
case which yields 5.2 per degree o f freedom. Examples of 
hb and / b are shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively.
To measure mt, we begin by adding two extra terms to 
the likelihood L  o f Eq. (12). The first term  is a constraint 
that requires that the fitted sum o f the num ber o f signal 
events and the num ber o f background events ñb agrees 
within Poisson fluctuations with the num ber o f observed 
events N o),s:
L  poisson (ñs +  ñb;N obs)
_  ( n  +  «è)Nobs e x p [- (« s  +  n¿)]
Nobs!
(17)
The second term  is a Gaussian constraint that requires 
agreement between the fitted num ber o f background events 
ñb and the num ber o f expected background events ñb 
within Gaussian fluctuations, where the width o f the 
Gaussian is given by the estim ated uncertainty <5b on ñb :
L  gauss(ñb; ñb;^b)
1
-ex p [-(ñ b  -  ñb)2/ 2 Sb]. (18)
The total likelihood for an individual channel is given by
a) xi0- 
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FIG. 7. Slices of probability density histograms and fit 
functions / s for the j/WT method in the channel. 
Probability densities vs and for =  170 GeV are 
shown for (a) hs and (b) / s. Probability densities vs mt and 
for =  30 GeV are shown for (c) and (d) / s.
I-----------------------------------------------
L ( Mwii ^w/; ñb; N obs I m t; ñs; ñb)
=  L g _  b b b, ^
1 Ï ñ / *s(Mw/; 1 m t) +  ñbf b( x w¿; 
f=1 ñs +  ñb
-gauss(ñ ; ñ ; ^ ) L poisson(ñs +  ñb; N obs)
(19)
The product extends over all events in the data sample. The 
m axim um  of the likelihood corresponds to the m easured 
top quark mass. We simultaneously minimize -  ln L  with 
respect to m t, ñs, and ñb using MINUIT [30,31]. The fitted 
sample composition is consistent with the expected one. 
We obtain the statistical uncertainty by considering the 
analytic function o f -  ln L  vs mt, ñs, and ñb near the 
m ost likely point. The m atrix o f second derivatives at 
this point is inverted, and the result provides the param eter 
uncertainties such that their correlations are taken into 
account. This works because the -  ln L  is nearly quadratic 
in ñs, ñb, and near the minimum. We obtain m easure­
ments o f for several channels by minimizing the com ­
bined -  ln L  simultaneously with respect to and the 
numbers o f signal and background events for the channels 
considered.
D. Pseudoexperiments and calibration
The m axim um  likelihood fits attempt to account for the 
presence o f background and for the signal and background 
shapes o f the templates. For a precise m easurem ent of 
we must test for any residual effects that can cause a shift in 
the relationship between the fitted and actual top quark 
masses. We test our fits and extract correction factors for 
any observed shifts by perform ing pseudoexperiments.
A pseudoexperim ent for each channel is a set o f sim u­
lated events o f the same size and composition as the 
selected data set given in Table I . We compose it by 
random ly drawing simulated events out o f the large 
M onte Carlo event pool. W ithin a given pool, each 
M onte Carlo event has a weight based on production 
inform ation and detector perform ance parameters. An ex­
ample o f the latter is the b-tagging efficiency which de­
pends on je t and 77, and an example of the form er is the 
w eight with which each event is generated by ALPGEN. We 
choose a random  event, and then accept or reject it by 
comparing the event weight to a random  number. In this 
way, our pseudoexperiments are constructed with the mix 
o f events that gives the correct kinem atic distributions.
For MWT, we compose pseudoexperiments by drawing 
M onte Carlo events from  signal and background samples 
with probabilities proportional to the numbers o f events 
expected, ñs and ñb. Thus, we draw events for each source 
based on a binom ial probability. In the ^W T pseudoexperi­
ments, the number o f background events o f each source is
-3X10 gw =30 GeV
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FIG. 8. Probability density histogram hb and fit function f s for 
the ^WT method in the eß  channel. Probability densities vs a w 
and ß w are shown for (a) hb and (b) f b.
Poisson fluctuated around the expected yields o f Table I . 
The remaining events in the pseudoexperim ent are signal 
events. If  the sum of backgrounds totals more than N obs, 
then the extra events are dropped and ns =  0. In this way, 
we do not use the t t  production cross section, which is a 
function of mt.
To establish the relationship between the fitted top quark 
mass, mflt, and the actual generated top quark mass mt, we 
assemble a set o f many pseudoexperiments for each input
mass. For the vW T method, we use 300 pseudoexperi­
ments. Using more pseudoexperiments would lead to ex­
cessive correlation among them, given our available 
M onte Carlo statistics. We average mflt for each input m t 
for each channel. We com bine channels according to 
Eq. ( 13), and we fit the dependence o f this average mass 
on m t with
<mflt) =  a (m t -  170 GeV) +  ß  +  170 GeV. (20)
The calibration points and fit functions are shown in Fig. 9. 
The results o f the fits are sum m arized in Table II. Ideally, a  
and ß  should be unity and zero, respectively. The mflt of 
each pseudoexperim ent and data m easurement is corrected 
for the slopes and offsets given in Table II by
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m meas =  a -1 (mflt -  ß  -  170 GeV) +  170 GeV. (21)
The pull is defined as 
pull = m t m t
^ ( m f eas)
(22)
where a ( m f eas) =  a - 1^ (m flt) is the measured statistical 
uncertainty after the calibration o f Eq. (21). The ideal pull 
distribution has a Gaussian shape with a mean of zero and a
-3 -3x 10 x 10
TABLE II. Slope (a) and offset (ß) from the linear fit in Eq. (20) to the pseudoexperiment results of Fig. 9 for the 2 ',  '  + track, and 
combined dilepton channel sets using the MWT and vWT methods.
Method Channel Slope: a  Offset: ß  [GeV] Pull width Expected statistical uncertainty [GeV]
vWTh 2' 0.98 ± 0.01 -0 .04  ± 0.11 1.02 ± 0.02 5.8
vWTh '  + track 0.92 ± 0.02 2.28 ± 0.27 1.04 ± 0.02 13.0
vWTh combined 0.99 ± 0.01 -0 .04  ± 0.11 1.03 ± 0.02 5.1
vWTf 2' 1.03 ± 0.01 -0 .32  ± 0.15 1.06 ± 0.02 5.8
vWTf '  + track 1.07 ± 0.03 -0 .04  ± 0.37 1.07 ± 0.02 12.9
vWTf combined 1.04 ± 0.01 -0 .45 ± 0.13 1.06 ± 0.02 5.3
MWT 2' 1.00 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.05 0.98 ± 0.01 6.3
MWT '  + track 0.99 ± 0.01 0.64 ± 0.12 1.06 ± 0.01 13.8
MWT combined 0.99 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.05 0.99 ± 0.01 5.8
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FIG. 9. The combined calibration curves corresponding to the (a) vWTh, (b) vW T f, and (c) MWT methods. Overlaid is the result of 
the linear fit as defined in Eq. (20). The uncertainties are small and corresponding bars are hidden by the markers.
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width of one. The pull widths from pseudoexperiments are 
given in Table II. A pull width larger (less) than one 
indicates an underestimated (overestimated) statistical un­
certainty. The uncertainty of the data measurement is 
corrected for deviations of the pull width from one as 
well as for the slope of the calibration curve. The mean 
of the distribution of calibrated and pull-corrected statisti­
cal uncertainties yields the expected statistical uncertainty 
(see Table II). Figure 10 shows the pull-width-corrected 
distribution of statistical uncertainties for the mt measure­
ments from the ensemble testing. The expected uncertainty 
on the combined measurement for all channels is 5.1, 5.3, 
and 5.8 GeV for ^WTh, ^W Tf, and MWT, respectively.
VI. RESULTS
The calibrated mass and statistical uncertainties for the 
2 ',  '  +  track, and their combination are shown in Table III 
for each of the three methods. The — lnL  fits from the 
^WTh, ^W Tf, and MWT methods, including data points, 
are shown in Fig. 11. There are no data points for the ^WTƒ 
fit since the corresponding curve is a one-dimensional slice 
of an analytic three-dimensional fit function, f s. The cali­
brated statistical uncertainties determined in the data from 
these likelihood curves are shown by arrows in Fig. 10. The 
statistical uncertainties agree with the expectations from 
ensemble testing.
A. Systematic uncertainties
The top quark mass measurement relies substantially on 
the Monte Carlo simulation of t t  signal and backgrounds. 
While we have made adjustments to this model to account
TABLE III. Calibrated fitted mt for the ^WTh, ^WTf, and 
MWT methods. All uncertainties are statistical.
Channel vWTh [GeV] vWTf [GeV] MWT [GeV]
2 ' 177.5 ± 5.5 176.1 ± 5.8 176.6 ± 5.5
'  + track 170.7 ± 12.3 174.6 ± 13.8 165.0 ± 8.5
Combined 176.3 ± 4.9 176.0 ± 5.3 173.2 ± 4.9
for the performance of the detector, residual uncertainties 
remain. The limitations of modeling of physics processes 
may also affect the measured mass. There are several 
categories of systematic uncertainties: modeling of physics 
processes, modeling of the detector response, and the 
method. We have estimated each of these as follows.
1. Physics modeling
(a) b fra g m e n ta tio n .—A systematic uncertainty arises 
from the different models of b quark fragmentation, 
namely, the distribution of the fraction of energy taken 
by the heavy hadron. The standard D0 simulation used 
for this analysis utilizes the default PYTHIA tune in the 
Bowler scheme [32]. We reweight our t t  simulated samples 
to reach consistency with the fragmentation model mea­
sured in e +e — !  Z !  bb decays [33]. A systematic un­
certainty is assessed by comparing the measured mt in 
these two scenarios.
(b) U nderlying even t m odel.— An additional systematic 
uncertainty can arise from the underlying event model. We 
compare measured top quark masses for the PYTHIA tune 
DW [34] with the nominal model (tune A) [35]. Tune DW 
refers to the set of PYTHIA parameters that were tuned to fit
a) Statistical uncertainty (GeV) b) Statistical uncertainty (GeV)
FIG. 10. Distribution of statistical uncertainties for top quark mass measurements of pseudoexperiments for the combination of all 
channels for simulated events with mt =  170 GeV for the (a) ^WTh, (b) T'WTf, and (c) MWT methods. The uncertainties are 
corrected by the calibration curve and for the pull width. The arrows indicate the statistical uncertainties for the measured top quark 
mass.
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FIG. 11. Negative log-likelihood — lnL vs mt for the combi­
nation of all channels before calibration for the (a) ^WTh, 
(b) ^WTf, and (c) MWT methods.
the CDF data on dilepton (Drell-Yan) production and the 
jet azimuthal decorrelation in D0 dijet data [36].
(c) E xtra  j e t  m odeling .— Extra jets in top quark events 
from gluon radiation can affect the t t  spectrum, and 
therefore the measured mt. While our models describe the 
data within uncertainties for all channels, the ratio of the 
number of events with only two jets to those with three or 
more jets is typically four in the Monte Carlo and three in 
the data. To assess the effect of this difference, we reweight 
the simulated events with a top quark mass of 170 GeV so 
that this ratio is the same. Pseudoexperiments with re­
weighted events are compared to the nominal pseudoex­
periments to determine the uncertainty.
(d) E ven t genera tor .— There is an uncertainty in event 
kinematics due to the choice of the event generator. This 
can lead to an uncertainty in the measured top quark mass. 
To account for variations in the accuracy of t t  generators, 
we compare pseudoexperiment results using t t  events gen­
erated with ALPGEN to those generated with PYTHIA for 
mt =  170 GeV. The difference between the mean fitted 
mass over 300 pseudoexperiments is corrected by subtract­
ing in quadrature the component due to the statistical 
independence of generator event samples.
(e) P D F  varia tions.— The top quark mass measurement 
relies on Monte Carlo events generated with a particular 
PDF set (CTEQ6L1). Moreover, this PDF set is used 
directly by the MWT method. We estimate the resulting 
uncertainty on mt by reweighting the Monte Carlo accord­
ing to the different eigenvectors of the CTEQ6L1 PDFs. 
For each choice, we measure a new mass and the difference 
between the mass obtained with reweighting and a nominal 
mass is computed. The resulting uncertainty is the sum in 
quadrature of all above uncertainties.
(f) B ackground  tem plate sh a p e .—The uncertainties on 
the background kinematics can affect the template shapes 
and consequently the measured top quark mass. The un­
certainty from the background template shape is found by 
substituting simulated WW events for all Z backgrounds 
(including Z !  t t ) in all pseudoexperiments. The uncer­
tainty is taken as the difference between the average mea­
sured top quark mass with this assumption and the nominal 
value.
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2. Detector modeling
(a) Je t energy sca le .— Because the b jets carry the 
largest share of the energy in top quark events, their 
calibration has the largest effect on the uncertainty on 
mt. Ideally, the procedure to calibrate jet energies in the 
data and Monte Carlo achieves the same energy scale in 
both. However, each procedure has a systematic uncer­
tainty. We estimate the resulting uncertainty in mt by 
repeating the pseudoexperiments with simulated events in 
which the jet energies are shifted up and down by the 
known - and 77-dependent uncertainty, obtained by sum­
ming in quadrature uncertainties on the data and 
Monte Carlo jet energy scales. The probability density 
histograms (hs, hb) and functions f s, f b) are left with 
the nominal calibration.
(b) b / ligh t quark response ra tio .— This uncertainty 
arises from the fact that the jets in signal events are 
primarily b jets. These have a different detector response 
than the light quark and gluon jets which dominate the y  + 
jet sample used to derive the overall jet energy calibration. 
By applying this calibration to the b jet sample, a 1.8% 
shift in jet is observed [37]. We adjust the jets in the 
Monte Carlo for this and propagate the correction into the 
E T. This causes a shift in the measured mt which is taken as 
an uncertainty.
(c) Sam ple dependen t j e t  energy sca le .—After the initial 
calibration, a residual shift in jet distributions is ob­
served in Z +  jets events when comparing the data and 
Monte Carlo. We adopt a further calibration that improves 
agreement in these distributions and apply it to all of our
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background samples. Because this correction may not 
apply to tt  events, we take the shift in the measured mt 
to be a systematic uncertainty.
(d) O bject resolution .—The jet resolution from the 
simulation is better than that observed in the data. To 
improve the agreement, we apply an additional smearing 
to Monte Carlo events. A residual difference between the 
data and Monte Carlo jet resolutions can lead to a mass 
bias. To estimate the effect on the mt measurement, we 
repeat the pseudoexperiments by adjusting this smearing 
up and down within its uncertainty while keeping and hb 
with the nominal resolutions. We estimate the systematic 
uncertainties arising from the muon, isolated track, and 
electron resolutions in a similar way.
(e) Je t identification .— The jet reconstruction and iden­
tification efficiency in the Monte Carlo is corrected to 
match the data. We propagate the uncertainty on the cor­
rection factor to the top quark mass measurement.
(f) M onte Carlo corrections.— Residual uncertainties on 
the Monte Carlo corrections exist for triggering, luminosity 
profiles, lepton identification, and b-tagging. These uncer­
tainties affect the top quark mass uncertainties. In each 
case, a respective systematic uncertainty on mt is found by 
reweighting events according to the uncertainties of 
Monte Carlo correction factors introduced to reproduce 
the data.
3. Method
(a) B ackground  y ie ld .— Because of the limited statistics 
of the simulation, there is some uncertainty in the event 
yields for the background processes. This uncertainty af­
fects the likelihood and the measured top quark mass via 
Eq. (12). To estimate the effect of the uncertainty on the 
background event yield, we vary the total background yield 
by its known uncertainty up and down keeping the relative 
ratios of individual background processes constant.
(b). Tem plate sta tistics.— The templates used in the 
MWT and ^WTh methods have finite statistics. Local 
fluctuations in these templates can cause local fluctuations 
in the individual likelihood fits and the top quark mass. We 
obtain an uncertainty in mt by varying the — lnL  points 
from the data ensemble within their errors. The width of 
the mt distribution provides the systematic uncertainty.
For the ^WTf method, the ƒ  function depends on 15 
parameters, each of which has a corresponding uncertainty. 
Consequently, there is some uncertainty on the shape of 
this function. There is a corresponding uncertainty on the 
parameters of the f b. The uncertainty on the shape causes 
the fit uncertainty on the measured top quark mass. We find 
the impact of this uncertainty on the data sample by vary­
ing the parameters of ƒ  and f b within their uncertainties. 
For each such variation, we remeasure mt for the data 
sample. The fit uncertainty is the width of this distribution.
(c) M onte Carlo ca libra tion .—There is an uncertainty 
on fitting the parameters (slope and offset) of the calibra­
tion curve. This uncertainty causes an uncertainty in the 
calibrated top quark mass. The calibration uncertainty is 
obtained as the uncertainty of the offset.
A summary of estimated systematic errors for the 
combined dilepton channels is provided in Table I . 
We assume the systematic uncertainties for all three meth­
ods to be completely correlated for each source of system­
atic uncertainty and uncorrelated among different sources. 
The correlations of statistical uncertainties are given in the 
next section. All uncertainties are corrected for the slope of 
the mass scale calibration. The total uncertainty is found by 
assuming all the contributions are independent and adding 
them in quadrature.
B. Combined results
The statistical use of the ^WT moments template is 
different between the ^WTh and ^WTf methods. This is 
primarily due to the differences between histogram and fit 
function shapes indicated by the high x 2 /d.o.f. in Sec. V C . 
Nevertheless, both approaches show similar performance 
on average, as illustrated in Table II. Pseudoexperiment 
tests show that these two measurements are only 85% 
correlated. These tests also reveal that the width (root- 
mean-squared, or fitted Gaussian o) of the mass calculated 
from a combination of the two methods using the best 
linear unbiased estimator method [38] is reduced by sev­
eral percent. The estimated, calibrated statistical uncer­
tainty reduces by a similar amount. We therefore apply 
the correlation to the measurements from data and obtain a 
final ^WT measurement of mt =  176.2 ±  4.8(stat) ± 
2 .1(sys) GeV for the combination of all five channels. 
We treat all systematic uncertainties as 100% correlated 
across methods except for the Monte Carlo calibration and 
template statistics uncertainties. These are treated as un­
correlated and 85% correlated, respectively. The individual 
systematic uncertainties on the ^WT combination are de­
termined to equal those for the ^WTh method to the 
precision given in Table IV.
The final MWT measurement is mt =  173.2 ± 
4.9(stat) ±  2.0(sys) GeV for the combination of all dilep­
ton channels. The total systematic uncertainties are 
2.0 GeV and 2.4 GeV for the 2 '  and '  +  track MWT 
results, respectively. The ^WT and MWT approaches 
use partially different information from each tí event; 
the two results are measured to be 61% correlated. 
Therefore, we use the best linear unbiased estimator 
method to determine an overall measurement of mt =  
174.7 ±  4.4(stat) ±2.0(sys) GeV for the combination of 
all dilepton channels. We treat all systematic uncertainties 
as 100% correlated across methods except for two un­
certainties. The Monte Carlo calibration and template sta­
tistics systematic uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated 
and 61% correlated, respectively. The channel-specific 
results for both measurement combinations are given in 
Table V.
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TABLE IV. Summary of systematic uncertainties for the combined analysis of all dilepton 
channels. The vWTh, vWTf, and MWT method results are shown.
Source of uncertainty ^WTh [GeV] vWTf [GeV] MWT [GeV]
b fragmentation 0.4 0.5 0.4
Underlying event modeling 0.3 0.1 0.5
Extra jets modeling 0.1 0.1 0.3
Event generator 0.5 0.7 0.5
PDF variation 0.2 0.3 0.5
Background template shape 0.4 0.3 0.3
Jet energy scale (JES) 1.5 1.6 1.2
b/light response ratio 0.3 0.4 0.6
Sample dependent JES 0.4 0.4 0.1
Jet energy resolution 0.1 0.1 0.2
Muon/track p T resolution 0.1 0.1 0.2
Electron energy resolution 0.1 0.2 0.2
Jet identification 0.4 0.5 0.5
MC corrections 0.2 0.3 0.2
Background yield 0.0 0.1 0.1
Template statistics 0.8 1.0 0.8
MC calibration 0.1 0.1 0.1
Total systematic uncertainty 2.1 2.3 2.0
TABLE V. Final results for the vWT method and vWT + MWT combination.
Channel vWT [GeV] vWT + MWT [GeV]
2 ' 177.1 ± 5.4(stat) ± 2.0(sys) 176.9 ± 4.8(stat) ± 1.9(sys)
'  + track 171.2 ± 12.3(stat) ± 2.7(sys) 165.7 ± 8.4(stat) ± 2.4(sys)
Combined 176.2 ± 4.8(stat) ± 2.1(sys) 174.7 ± 4.4(stat) ± 2.0(sys)
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In 1 fb_1 of p p  collision data from the Fermilab 
Tevatron collider, we employed two mass extraction meth­
ods to measure mt in ii events with two high p T final state 
leptons. We analyzed three channels with two fully iden­
tified leptons (ex , ee, and x x )  and two channels with 
relaxed lepton selection and a b-tagged jet (e +  track and 
X +  track). Using the vWT event reconstruction, we per­
form a maximum likelihood fit to the first two moments of 
the resulting distribution of relative weight vs mt to mea­
sure
mt =  176.2 ±  4.8(stat) ±  2.1(sys) GeV. (23)
We also employ the MWT method using a fit to the mass 
giving the maximum weight. We measure
mt =  173.2 ±  4.9(stat) ±  2.0(sys) GeV. (24)
Accounting for correlations in these two measurements, we 
obtain a final combined result of
mt =  174.7 ±  4.4(stat) ±  2.0(sys) GeV. (25)
Our result is consistent with the current world average 
value of mt [39].
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